
ARTS 372 Intermediate Sculpture/Fire Arts 

PATINA  

Bronze is an alloy consisting primarily of copper, commonly with about 12% tin and often with the addition of 
other metals (such as aluminium, manganese, nickel or zinc) and sometimes non-metals or metalloids such as 
arsenic, phosphorus or silicon. 

Italians began using "patina" in the 17th century to refer to the green film that is produced on the surface of cop-
per. They borrowed the word from Latin, where it means "a shallow dish." (Presumably, the Italian meaning devel-
oped from the observation of such film forming on copper dishes.) 

Rodin experimented with adding cupric nitrates over the browns of ferric nitrate and creating “Rodin Green” 

For copper alloys, such as bronze, exposure to chlorides leads to green, while sulfur compounds (such as “liver of 
sulfur”) tend to brown. The basic palette for patinas on copper alloys includes chemicals like ammonium sulfide 
(blue-black), liver of sulfur (brown-black), cupric nitrate (blue-green) and ferric nitrate (yellow-brown).  

Different chemicals react with the bronze to achieve different colors.  One of the most common patinas is Liver of 
Sulfur (potash) which results in a golden-brown to almost black color.  Other chemicals include Ferric Nitrate 
(golds, browns and reds) and  Cupric Nitrate (greens and blues).  They can also be used in layers to achieve a vari-
ety of artistic effects.While most patinas are applied hot, patinas can also be applied cold.  Cold patinas are used 
most frequently to make repairs. 

A good source for patina materials: Sculpt Nouveau :  www.sculptnouveau.com  

SAFETY… 
Expect things to be hot to the touch! Label jars, brushes! Be aware of flammables! Don’t grab anything without a 
gloved hand. Wear heavy rubber gloves, an apron, safety glasses; work outdoors whenever possible; wear fume 

mask; always pour acid into water not vice versa. 

MATERIALS AND TOOLS 

Patina chemicals (recipes below) 

Scrap bronze, aluminum, or other metals that you are going to patina 
Brass brush 

Steel wool (#1) 

Scotchbrite pads: green 

Lazy Susan: metal rotating stand 

Leather gloves 
Latex gloves 
Hot pads 
Spray bottles 

Sponges 
Clear acrylic spray (i.e., Krylon), clear lacquer (note shine level) 

http://www.sculptnouveau.com


Carnuba wax  

Propane tank 
Sandblaster 
Water source 
Chip brushes 
Patina mixing containers/cups  

Plastic containers with lids… you must label EVERYTHING as you go  

Denatured alcohol  

VARIABLES TO BE AWARE OF IN THE PATINING PROCESS:  

1. Metal: ratios of copper and tin (other alloys can include silicon, lead, zinc) 

2. Water: mineral content; use distilled water 

3. Surface: very shiny = difficult to patine 

4. Chemicals: freshness, learning when to stop their application; understanding the layering process; working 
with weak, medium, and strong levels of water to chemical ratios 

5. Heat: regulation, awareness of size and shape variation in the sculpture; hollow casts heat fast and dissipate 
the heat quickly; preheat bricks on top of stand 

STEP 1: Clean the metal. To clean the piece, choose sanding, sandblasting, or wire-brushing. The effects are all 
different so choose carefully. Observing how light bounces off of the piece might help with this decision. Sand-
blasting leaves tiny textured pitting and obfuscates details. Sanding with fine sandpaper leaves lines and removes 
textures that might be important. Wire brushing leaves a matte surface. In some cases, a mediocre chasing tech-
nique can be covered up by strategic sanding or die grinding.  

STEP 2: Make tests. [NOTE: Start a recipe box of your own. Keep careful notes] Think of this like a canvas… light 
comes in, bounces around in pigment, hits canvas, bounces back 

STEP3: Preheat brick onto which sculpture will sit 

STEP 4: Heat sculpture with propane torch to approximately 200F. Beads of water should sizzle and evaporate… 
not ball up and roam around. If the water balls up and bounces off, it is too hot. If the water runs off without 
steaming, it is too cold.  

Apply the patina to the hot metal. Continue heating with the torch as often as needed to keep the metal 
hot while applying the patina. There are a number of ways to apply it, each creating a different 
affect. 

• Spray Bottle – Even coloring 
• Long Haired brush – tortoise shell, marbling, coloring specific areas. 
• Stippling with shorthaired brush – mottled coloring, marbling.



PATINAS>>>>>> 

LIVER OF SULFUR (POTASH) 

This patina will activate for some time so build it slowly. Use a chunk the size of your thumb tip. Add 1 pint of 
water. EXTREMELY LIGHT AND AIR SENSITIVE!!! Keep it in its container, well sealed.  If air and light hit it for too 
long, it turns gray and is USELESS. 

This is a base patina used for enhancing contours. It can be an accent patina when on top of other patinas or a 
background, dark patina in the recesses.  

It can go from gold to warm black.  

FERRIC NITRATE 

Brush or “rain” it onto heated surface. Control effects of this patina by heat variation. By itself, it’s brown. The 
more heat on the piece, the more it goes from a purple black to a dark brown. Layering and more heat will create 
burgundy brown. Less heat can create a light gold.  

Heat: hot. Dab a heavily loaded brush all around. Creates ringlets, known as “tortoise shell”.  

Heavy ferric + heat = rusty brown 

CUPRIC NITRATE 

Hot = turquoise 

Cooler = Blue green 

Tip: Try spraying Liver of Sulfur over the green then come back in with cupric nitrate. 

CUPRIC NITRATE + FERRIC NITRATE over LIVER OF SULFUR 

Brush piece with liver of sulfur, hit high points with scotchbrite 

Rain a light mist of cupric on top, build up slowly to nearly opaque, hit high point with scotchbrite 

Load round brush with ferric nitrate and dab onto the surface 

Colors range from browns to warm black. It makes a good base for almost any patina. It can also be used 
alone without other patinas on top and is very durable and probably one of the easiest patinas to 
maintain.

For a base coat apply cold with a brush or spray bottle over the entire piece until it is an even gray. Wash 
with water to remove and neutralize the chemical. Highlight by rubbing with steel wool or scotchbrite 
pad if desired to bring out highlights. Rubbing liver of sulfur to remove it will cause it to have a leaded 
look that is hard to remove – avoid this unless you specifically want a gray patina.



SLATE BLACK 

Spray hot or brush cooled; build up density then burnish with soft cloth 

OTHER PROCESSES… 

Heat (yellow to black)  

Can color the metal in a range of colors from yellow to black just through kiln or torch heating. It’s not very per-
manent but the color can be somewhat preserved by spraying it with a clear coat (lacquer… various shines i.e., 
satin, gloss) then waxing over that or just waxing it without undercoat sealer.  

Oiling (David’s Baked Alaska recipe) [hot]  

Using linseed, olive, motor oil or vegetable oil, paint on metal and heat. Dark brown is achieved through this 
process. You can also use this method OVER a patina to add depth or change the color and/or to proved protective 
coating . Heat the piece to 250-300 degrees F with a torch, apply oil with a soft brush, turn the torch on it again. 
Repeat many times to form light gold to rich chocolate brown. Motor oil gives a gold to black finish. New oil gets 
gold to light brown. Old used oil from cars gets dark brown to black.  

SEALING AND FINISHING OPTIONS…. 

A. Burnish cooled piece with soft cloth 

B. Wax cooled piece: always let wax harden before buffing. Do not over apply waxes. Thinner coats actually work 
better because they are smoother and shed water better. In addition, thin coats can be buffed to a smooth glossy 
finish while if they are applied too thickly the waxes will create white deposits that are difficult to buff out. Be sure 
the sculpture is completely dry; otherwise, the wax will trap the water underneath causing problems later. Warm 
the piece (warm not hot) to aid in penetration. Apply a thin coat of wax by dabbing with a brush moist with the 
wax, and allow it to sit overnight. Rub the piece to a final polish with a soft, clean cloth. 

C. Warmed wax: 1 coat, let dry, burnish; apply 1-2 more coats 

D. Spray clear coating (lacquer) or Damar Varnish and call it a day OR cold wax over the lacquer per steps above. 
These sealers should be applied in thin coats.  

BIRCHWOOD CASEY M24 
This commercial patina produces a deep black color. It should be used full strength or mixed to a 50/50 
mixture. It is durable and easily maintained. 
Apply cold with brush or spray bottle to wet surface. Wash off when good even black is achieved and rub 
with steel wool or scotchbrite pad to bring out highlights if desired.


